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Program specific Outcomes (PSO) of various Programs/ Subjects/ Departments run by the College. 

[Faculty of Arts and Commerce] 

Level Subject Program Specific Outcomes (PSO) 

UG/ PG Marathi PSO1: To make students learn various literary streams, their nature, scope etc.  

PSO2: To go through the contemplation by numerous thinkers on human life, values, and human problems 

expressed in Marathi  

PSO3: To enhance empathy, inclusiveness, tolerance and human values  

PSO4: To make the students study multi disciplinary aspects of Marathi  

PSO5: To learn about Marathi culture with its variety and plurality vis a vis Indian culture   

PSO6: To develop commutation skills and  motivate them to make career in Marathi 

UG / PG English PSO1: Make students English Language proficient to improve their employability  

PSO2: Train them in the use and application of English language to overcome their routine difficulties  

PSO3: Tribal can preserve and popularize their language and culture through English  

PSO4: Imbibing moral and human values through study of language and literature  

PSO5: Give them a broader picture of the world through making them learn English language and 

literatures from around the world  

PSO6: Introduce them with technological advancement in English language    

UG/ PG Hindi PSO1: Promote Hindi as our national language and a symbol of nationality   

PSO2: Make students understand its simplicity and lucidity   

PSO3: Study and understand Literature in Hindi and significance of its translation  

PSO4: Popularize Hindi and promote people to adopt Hindi along with their mother tongue   



PSO5: Study Hindi along with local tribal languages   

PSO6: Promote regional language translation with the help of study of Hindi    

UG Sociology PSO1: Introduce students to social institution, organizations and their nature, work and utility   

PSO2: Create awareness among students about various social problems their nature and causes and to study 

and find out remedies   

PSO3: To teach students about social values and norms and cultivate ideal citizens  

PSO4: To introduce students with tribal society and culture, their problems and develop positive attitude 

towards them 

PG Sociology PSO1: Understand in detail about major social institutions, new policies and trends of social change  

PSO2: Learn about advanced research methodology in sociology 

PSO3: Learn about social demography, social health, impact of globalization on media and society 

PSO4: Understand in detail about gender and society, social movement and social welfare in India 

PSO5: Understand about western and Indian social thinkers 

UG History PSO1: To allow students to know the national as well as international history   

PSO2: Preserve Indian culture by creating awareness about age old Indian culture   

PSO3: Promote students to preserve and protect ancient and medieval historical structures and monuments    

PSO4: Prepare students for various competitive examinations   

PSO5: To help in nation building by developing patriotism among students 

PG History PSO1: Acquaint with research skills, methodologies, philosophy of history and historiography as being a 

professional historian. 

PSO2: Prepare themselves for the competitive carriers in fields like civil services and teaching. 

PSO3: Recognize history of the man in the context of universal as well as national perspective. 

PSO4: Critically analyze the various sources of history. 



PSO5: Understand Indian history and world history with the scientific, critical and rational approach 

UG Economics PSO1: To study economics theories and principles and see their applications    

PSO2: Understand and study the Indian economy  

PSO3: Understand and study monetary policies of India   

PSO4: Determine economic variables including inflation, unemployment, poverty, GDP, balance of 

payments   

PSO5: Understand the behaviour of financial and money markets and perform cost-benefit analysis for 

making investment decisions 

PG Economics PSO1: To  impart  in  depth  knowledge  to  students  about  economic  theory  regarding utilization  and  

allocation  of  resources  including  labour,  natural  resources  and capital 

PSO2: To  develop  students understanding  about  how  market  for  goods  and  services function and how 

income is generated and distributed 

PSO3: To give students in depth knowledge into special fields like agricultural Economics,   industrial   

economics,   financial   market,   development  economics, international trade, statistics of economics etc. 

PSO4: To   make   students   familiar   with   economic   theories   and   their   relevance, econometrics,  

quantitative  techniques  and  applied  research  in  a  wide  variety  of fields within economics; Students  

would  know  how    the  economy  is  influenced    by  economic  policy, technological advances and 

demographic conditions. 

UG Political Science PSO1: Political Science students will be able to write, read, speak and listen effectively in academic and 

social contexts  

PSO2: Students will be able to construct research questions and try to answer them  

PSO3: Political Science students will analyze individual and group political behavior; the political process; 



public policy and administration; and case law within government  

PSO4: Political Science students will analyze the core intellectual traditions in political thought and apply 

their central tenets to contemporary political questions and issues  

PSO5: Students will analyze the behavior of state and non-state actors and the nature of their interactions   

PSO6: Students will compare and contrast the various political, social and economic systems that exist 

across the international community and analyze the political consequences of those variations 

PSO7: Students will use analytical skills to understand civic, social and environmental challenges   

PSO8: Students will demonstrate social responsibility and ethical reasoning within a variety of contexts   

PG Political Science PSO1: Able to conduct socio- political survey on political fields.  

PSO2: Learn Indian Foreign Policy and modern Political issues 

PSO3: Understand Political process of Indian federation 

PSO4: Learn Public administration and socio-political research methodology 

PSO5: Understand international politics, relations, laws, conflicts and various issues. 

UG Psychology PSO1: Understand the basic concepts and modern trends in Psychology.  

PSO2: Make the students aware of the applications of Psychological concepts. 

PSO3: Understand theoretical and practical psychology 

PSO4: Make students aware about social psychology in  Indian context. 

PG Psychology PSO1: Understand the emotional and behavioral problems in the society.  

PSO2: Understand the importance of positive and negative emotions in human life 

PSO3: Apply various concepts in counseling and clinical Psychology 

PSO4: Understand the behavioral problems and provide solutions 

PSO5: Administer psychological measurements and their interpretation.   

UG Geography PSO1: The programme will enrich and enlighten the students with fundamental geographical understanding 



to chase higher education in the discipline. 

PSO2: The students with adequate knowledge applicability and problem solving capacities. 

PSO3: The programme will provide encouragement among students to pursue a career in Surveying & 

Geoinformatics in future. 

PSO4: The programme deals with practical work and preparation of project work which will promote 

research work and research profession among the students. 

PSO5: The programme will build a sound geographical base in the students which will immensely help 

them while preparing for any competitive exams. 

PSO6: The programme deals extensively on environment and man-nature relationship. This will create a 

sense of awareness and social responsibility among the students towards the environment 

UG Music PSO1: Learn and Understand the difference between different RAGAs with their usages  

PSO2: Learn to classify musical instruments and beats measuring 

PSO3: Learn about Indian, South Indian and Western Music 

PSO4: Understand concept of notation and swarlekhan 

PSO5: Understand basics of Khayal, Pakad, Aaroh and Aavaroh, types of Tanas and Ragas timings of 

performance 

PG Music PSO1: Able to read in musical notations, interpret and understand various musical expressions, symbols, 

signs.  

PSO2: Understand concepts in Indian & South Indian music, theory and practice. 

PSO3: Study variations in Indian music & light music 

PSO4: Provide new version of music and compare various ragas 

PSO5: Have detail insight of different khyal such as Bada Khyal & Chota Khyal, Aalap & Tana's 

   



Program specific Outcomes (Faculty of Commerce and Management) 

Class Course Program Specific Outcomes 

UG B. Com. PSO1: To enable the students to develop awareness about company   account, business transactions, 

corporate   accounting, Cost Accounting and tools used in Accounting applications.  

PSO2: To build a strong foundation of knowledge in areas of Economics like Economic Laws, Utility 

Theory Demand & supply , Production, Cost & Revenue that includes of Business and Managerial 

Economics, Market  Competition, Price Factor. 

PSO3: Program provide integrated knowledge of company, Act  2013, Incorporation of company, 

Share capital of company, Stock Exchange, Company secretary. And demonstrated skills and ability 

to perform  the Audit of Banking, Insurance & Educational Institutions. 

PSO4: An integrated knowledge of Income Tax  and demonstrated ability to perform  Form No. 16, 

10E, 15(G), e-filling of return of Income. And understanding to achieve organizational goals. 

PSO5: An ability to use Principles of Management, techniques, skills, and tools necessary for 

managerial practice. 

PSO6: Program have basics of Database, Database management System and use of Accounting 

Package(Tally)  for Business Data Processing and demonstrated skills and ability to perform 

Accounting Package for Business. 

PSO7: Program givens the fundamentals of the internet- based e-commerce business models, internet 

marketing and e-governance. 



P.G. M. Com PSO1: The program has the basic concepts of Managerial Economics. Economic theory , Managerial  

theory, Demand Analysis, Production Theory, Price determination & pricing practices and Business  

cycle. 

PSO2: Make acquainted with International Financing, International Flow of Fund-Balance of 

Payment, Global Financial Markets, World Bank & other finance Corporation 

PSO3: The objective of this course is to enable students understand accounting concepts, tools, and 

techniques used for taking managerial decisions. 

PSO4: To acquaint the students with sales operation, selling strategy and distribution management. 

And Making students conversant with the corporate assessment, concepts of Corporate Tax Planning 

and Indian Tax Laws, as also their implications for Corporate Management. 

PSO5: To make the student learn the application of statistical tools and techniques for decision 

making. And develops skills and ability to analysis the data by using Ms-Excel & SPSS. 

PSO6: To enable students to gain knowledge about E-Commerce and its various components. 

Develops skills and ability to work in e-era. 

PSO7: To improve entrepreneurship quality for self-employment like own start-up. This course is 

also guiding them how business skill developed for achieving business goals. 

 

 


